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Companion 
Pieces

AUSTRALIAN SERIES
Australian stories portrayed on the canvas of music at the National Portrait Gallery. 

ANIMALIA
Suite for Wind Quintet

This work was composed as a set of reaction pieces to artworks exhibited in 
the Popular Pet Show portraiture exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery, 
Dec 2016–Mar 2017. A collection of pet portraits exhibited by Australian artists 
formed the core of the exhibit.

The suite is intended as a collection of works that highlights the relationship 
between pets and their owners, each movement comments on 1–2 pieces 
within the exhibition.

Movements 1 and 2 are musical settings of etchings from Kristin Headlam’s 
2016 series A Dog’s Life. Movement 1, Aubade is a short morning song. Usually a 
song of parting between two lovers, this Aubade between a pet and its owner 
is of a much more impatient nature.

Movement 2, Dinner Dance is a wayward waltz, depicting the incessant 
dancing that most pets enact when dinner is imminent. Headlam’s etching 
portrays the circular motion of a dog around the feet of its owner in a one-
sided dance of eagerness and anticipation. The piece presents a series of 
circular thematic motives, constantly rising in expectation.

The third movement, Five Sheepish Faces depicts sheep characters 
immortalized in portraits by Lucy Culliton. Facing the viewer, each animal 
appears as an androgenized character, presenting unique facial features and 
expressions. The movement is based around one chord which remains static 
under a series of five solo passages, taken by each instrument; one for each 
sheep. Comical, capricious and awry, the melodic lines unfold, twist and turn 
in the same manner as the crazy sheep in each portrait. This movement is also 
a play-on-words for the ‘five sheepish faces’ displayed by woodwind players as 
they grapple with the physical limits of their instruments.

The final movement, Molly and the Circus Dogs is based on a set of glazed 
porcelain pieces by Anna Culliton. In each, Molly (a young girl in a blue  
polka-dot dress) is accompanied by Sophie the circus dog, draped over and 
around the edge of the pottery; laughing, jumping and playing together.
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WELCOME
Matthew Hindson AM

Welcome to the first concert of the inaugural Australian Series, presented 
by the Canberra Symphony Orchestra (CSO) in collaboration with the 
National Portrait Gallery (NPG). I am immensely proud to be associated 
with this unique initiative—this is the sort of partnership that all 
institutions in the country should be doing, yet we are the first to do it!

With the Australian Series, the CSO and the NPG are making a statement 
that our culture is unique, important, and worth experiencing. All of the 
music that you will hear in the Australian Series will be by Australian 
composers, and performed by Australian musicians. It is largely music that 
belongs within the ‘classical music’ tradition; however, there is a plethora 
of Australian music styles within this tradition from which to choose. In 
the same way that there is no single ‘Australian culture’ any more (if there 
ever was), there is no such thing as a typical ‘Australian music.’  

The quality of Australian music is going from strength to strength. I have 
been to international festivals, and I believe that what is taking place by 
Australian composers is more interesting, and of consistently higher 
quality, than the majority of what is happening overseas. This may be 
because I am Australian, and am responding to my own unintentional 
biases, but when I hear the latest piece of a composer such as Natalie 
Williams, for example, as we will tonight, it’s immensely interesting and 
important to me. Natalie is an outstanding composer whose music I have 
followed for a long time. In addition, she has a way of constructing music 
that somehow seems more relevant to me as an Australian citizen living  
in the 21st century than most other music from elsewhere.

It’s a real privilege to be presenting these three programs in conjunction 
with a range of Australia’s finest performing musicians. Arcadia Winds,  
for example, are one of the rising stars in the Australian music scene. You 
will hear tonight their expertise and sheer brilliance at interpreting some 
very challenging repertoire. They bring a level of maturity to their playing 
that adds lustre and meaning to whatever music that are performing.

The music across the entire Australian Series is consistently bold, original, 
challenging, emotional and sometimes thought provoking. It ranges from 
the early 1900s to music hot off the page, premiered and written for this 
series, often responding to images from the NPG collections on display  
at the time.

We very much look forward to you joining us and I hope you enjoy  
the music.
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Matthew Hindson: Light Music mvt 1 ‘Strobe’
Paul Stanhope: Dawn Interlude for Solo Horn
Natalie Williams: Animalia 
Gabriella Vici: To Ash from Embers
Paul Dean: Jasper and Charlie
Lachlan Skipworth: Echoes and Lines


